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 The spread and decline of indefi nite  
man -constructions in European languages
An areal perspective 1 
 Anna Giacalone Ramat and  Andrea Sans ò 
 This paper focuses on the areal distribution of indefi nite man -constructions 
(i.e. impersonal active constructions in which the subject position is fi lled by a 
noun meaning ‘man’) in European languages. It is shown that man -constructions 
are a widespread phenomenon across Europe: they show up consistently in the 
so-called “Charlemagne area”, and tend to diffuse eastwards to West and South 
Slavonic languages, whereas East Slavonic languages do not present clear instances 
of this construction type. This areal distribution allows us to consider these 
constructions as a yet unnoticed areal feature of the Standard Average European 
area, but they are, in a sense, a recessive areal feature, and their distribution in older 
times included more languages than today (especially in Germanic and Romance). 
On the other hand, the eastward expansion towards the Slavonic area appears to 
be a quite recent phenomenon, and man -constructions in Slavonic languages are 
possibly an incipient category.  To cope with this apparent discrepancy, a two-
wave model of diffusion is introduced, which singles out two historical periods in 
which the diffusion of these constructions is likely to have taken place. 
 Introduction 
 General nouns meaning  man, people, person, body (as well as  thing, place, way ) are one 
of the lexical sources of indefi nite pronouns across languages (Lehmann 1995: 50ff.; 
. This article is the result of joint work by the two authors. Although Andrea Sansò is respon-
sible for the Introduction and Section 1, and Anna Giacalone Ramat is responsible for Sections 2 
and 3, both authors subscribe to the general ideas presented in the article. We wish to thank the 
audiences at the 27 th DGfS Annual Meeting (Bielefeld 2006), at the FIRB conference “Europa 
e Mediterraneo dal punto di vista linguistico: Storia e prospettive” (Siena 2006), and at the 
Colloque “La quantifi cation en latin” (Paris, Sorbonne 2006) for valuable discussions of the 
ideas presented in this paper. Pierluigi Cuzzolin and two anonymous referees provided insightful 
comments on an earlier version of the paper.
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Haspelmath 1997: 182–183; Heine and Kuteva 2002: 208). The outcome of this process 
of grammaticalization includes two diverse grammatical entities: 
 i.  fi rstly, some of these nouns may combine with simple indefi nite pronouns to 
form complex indefi nite pronouns. This is the case of English  body , which com-
bines with other pronominal elements such as  some or  any ( somebody, anybody ). 
Similarly, negative indefi nites may be formed by a negator plus “an element from 
the same source[s] that also feed the [positive] indefi nites” (Lehmann 1995: 53, 
adapted): this happens for instance in Latin, where  nemo goes back to  ne-hemo , 
‘no-man’; 2 
 ii.  secondly, there are languages in which indefi nite pronouns consist only of such 
generic nouns, which do not combine with other indefi nite elements. In this 
case, the generic noun is “fi rst used in a noun phrase without modifi ers to ren-
der meanings like ‘somebody’, ‘something’, and . . . gradually acquires phono-
logical, morphological and syntactic features that set it off from other nouns” 
(Haspelmath 1997: 182), although the exact discrimination of the pronominal 
status of these items is a problematic issue and the differences between nouns 
and pronouns are often quite subtle (see Section 1.6). 
 The topic of this paper is a small subgroup of indefi nite pronouns consisting 
only of generic nouns meaning ‘man’. More precisely, our study deals with what we 
call indefi nite  man -constructions. The preliminary defi nition of these constructions 
proposed in (1) is admittedly large, in order to include in our analysis also those 
languages in which these constructions are not fully grammaticalized: 
 (1)  Defi nition :  a man- construction is an impersonal active construction in which the 
subject position is fi lled by (an element deriving etymologically from) a noun mean-
ing ‘man’. Syntactically, this element may pattern like a full pronoun, or it may 
retain some or all of the syntactic properties of a noun. Semantically, the construction 
is an agent-defocusing strategy, i.e. it is used when the speaker wants to background 
the agent of an action (either because it is generic/non-identifi able, or because it is 
specifi c but unknown). 3  For the sake of clarity , ‘man’  or ‘ man -element’ will be used 
throughout this paper to refer to the nominal element fi lling the subject position in 
these constructions. 
  . According to Lehmann (1995: 54), general nouns are exploited to a greater degree in the 
formation of negative indefi nites than of positive indefi nites: while English  nobody corresponds 
to positive indefi nites formed with the same nouns, Latin  nemo , or  nihilum (<  ni + hilum ‘fi ber’), 
‘nothing’, do not have plain indefi nites formed with the same lexical sources (cf. also Haspelmath 
1997: 226ff.). 
 .  Following a well-established tradition of the functional literature about passive and passive-
 like constructions (see e.g. Myhill 1997: 801), we include as “agents” transitive subjects, NPs 
with the same thematic role as transitive subjects in diathetical alternations, and semantically 
agentive NPs that occur as subjects of intransitive verbs. 
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 Our paper focuses on European languages, many of which have such construc-
tions. We do not discuss the pronominal status of  man -elements for the time being 
(it is, however, the object of a lenghtier discussion in Section 1.6), and we will avoid 
using the term  pronoun in these introductory sections to refer to the  man -element, 
for it would not make any sense to exclude the non-pronominal (or less-pronominal) 
cases from a wide-angle, areally-driven investigation. 
 The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 1.1 to 1.4, 
we will deal with the semantics of  man -constructions and we will give a sur-
vey of the (subtle) semantic distinctions that they convey. Three situation types 
will be discussed in which the  man -element conveys different semantic nuances, 
ranging from a species-generic interpretation ( man meaning ‘mankind’ or ‘hu-
man race’) to a non-referential indefi nite interpretation ( man as an equivalent 
of ‘one’, ‘anyone’), and fi nally to a referential indefi nite interpretation ( man as 
an equivalent of ‘someone’). These three situation types form a grammaticaliza-
tion path, which also correlates with changes in formal properties: in the more 
grammaticalized stages of  man -constructions the  man -element is more likely 
to behave as a full pronoun. This grammaticalization path will be introduced in 
Section 1.5, whereas Section 1.6 is devoted to a discussion of the formal prop-
erties of the  man -element in  man -constructions. Section 2 deals with the areal 
distribution of these constructions in Europe and neighboring areas. The re-
sults of this areal investigation show that  man -constructions are a widespread 
phenomenon across Europe: these constructions show up consistently in the 
so-called “Charlemagne area”, and tend to diffuse eastwards to West and South 
Slavonic languages, whereas East Slavonic languages do not present clear in-
stances of this construction type. Moving more eastward, these constructions 
appear only sporadically in the languages of the Caucasus, while being absent 
also from Arabic varieties in the south (except Maltese). The areal distribution 
of  man -constructions allows us to consider them as a yet unnoticed areal fea-
ture of the Standard Average European area. In Section 3 we take a diachronic 
stance on the development of these constructions, while also discussing some 
problems concerning their origin. It emerges clearly from our discussion that 
these constructions, though robustly attested throughout Europe, are, in a sense, 
a recessive areal feature, and their distribution in older times included more lan-
guages than today (especially in Germanic and Romance). On the other hand, 
the eastward expansion towards the Slavonic area appears to be a quite recent 
phenomenon, and  man -constructions in Slavonic languages are possibly an  in-
cipient category (in the sense of Heine and Kuteva 2005: 71ff.). To cope with 
this apparent discrepancy, a two-wave model of diffusion is introduced, which 
singles out two historical periods in which the diffusion of these constructions is 
likely to have taken place. 
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 .  From species-generic to referential indefi nite: The semantics of  
man -constructions 
 Indefi nite pronouns serve the function of expressing indefi nite reference. A lin-
guistic expression is indefi nite if the speaker is not entitled to assume that the 
hearer can assign unique referential identity to it (Giv ó n 1984: 397ff.).  Indefi nite-
ness (or its opposite, defi niteness), however, is a complex and multi-dimensional 
notion, which encroaches upon another semantic dimension, namely  referenti-
ality (also referred to as  specifi city , see e.g. Haspelmath 1997: 37ff., Raumolin-
Brunberg and Kahlas-Tarkka 1997: 26), defi ned as “the speaker’s intent to refer 
to some individual” (Giv ó n 1984: 390): 4 a linguistic expression is referential if 
the speaker presupposes the existence and unique identifi ability of its referent. 
When looking at the morphosyntactic coding of defi niteness and referentiality, 
it appears that the same coding devices (in the sense of Giv ó n 1984: 35ff.) are 
used for both functional domains: articles (or absence thereof, i.e. bare nominals), 
demonstratives, universal and existential quantifi ers, and pronouns. The  man -
element in  man -constructions is precisely one of these coding devices: it is a 
semantically light (or even empty) element that can be used for both a non-
referential subject ( anyone, one ) and a referential, indefi nite one ( someone ). This 
semantic characterization of the  man -element is in direct correlation with the gen-
eral function served by  man -constructions, namely the function of  agent defocus-
ing (Myhill 1997; Sans ò 2006). By  agent defocusing we mean a multi-faceted func-
tional notion comprising (at least) the following phenomena: absence of mention 
of a specifi c agent, absence of mention of a generic agent virtually corresponding 
to all humanity (or a subgroup thereof), mention of an agent in a non-prominent 
syntactic slot, etc. 
 In the following sections, we will identify three typical contexts of usage for 
 man -constructions, which differ in the referentiality/defi niteness properties of the 
referent of  man . These differences can be evaluated by assuming a defi nition of the 
domain of referentiality and (in)defi niteness that does not depend on the form of 
linguistic expressions. The point of departure of such an analysis is Giv ó n’s (1984: 
387) hierarchy of defi niteness and referentiality: 
  (2) Generic > Non-referential indefi nite > Referential indefi nite > Defi nite 
 .  In some philosophical traditions there is little, if any, separation between “defi nite” and 
“having exact reference”, i.e. between a hearer-based dimension (defi niteness) and a speaker-
based one (referentiality). For a wider discussion on the usefulness of this distinction, the reader 
is referred to Givón (1984: 397ff.). 
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 This hierarchy is explicitly not devised as a characterization of linguistic forms. 
Rather, the categories on this scale are intended as properties of referents. A lin-
guistic item has  generic reference if it refers to a class of individuals ( The lion is 
dangerous/ Lions are dangerous); 5 it is  non-referential indefi nite if the speaker does 
not have a specifi c entity in his/her mind, and at the same time s/he does not want 
the hearer to infer that such a specifi c entity exists ( Even  a child can understand 
this ). Linguistic expressions may be ambiguous as to their referentiality: an ut-
terance such as  We are looking for  a blond girl is ambiguous as to the referential 
properties of the indefi nite noun phrase  a blond girl . A linguistic item is  referential 
indefi nite if it refers to a specifi c entity which has not been mentioned before or 
which cannot be identifi ed more precisely ( He bought  a book ). Finally, an item is 
 defi nite if the speaker assumes that the hearer knows, assumes, or can infer that 
particular item, even if s/he is not necessarily thinking about it ( If you see  the man 
with the green hat there, tell him. . . ). 
 The three contexts of usage for  man -constructions that will be described in 
detail below all involve this hierarchy: in the less grammaticalized stages of devel-
opment of these constructions,  man is used as a species-generic (ā1.1), or as a non-
referential indefi nite (ā1.2) subject, whereas in more grammaticalized instances of 
this construction type, the  man -element is a referential indefi nite subject roughly 
corresponding to English  someone (ā1.3). The discussion in the following sections 
will be carried out in purely semantic terms, with numerous examples drawn from 
both modern European languages and their older stages. The formal properties of 
these constructions are discussed in more detail in Section 1.6. 
 . Man  as a species-generic element 
 Like all general nouns referring to species, nouns such as  man can be used as 
species-generics. There is nothing particularly interesting in this usage, which 
seems to be a well-attested possibility of general nouns across languages. However, 
this is the discourse environment in which the reanalysis of  man as an “outil 
grammatical” (Meillet 1948: 277) takes place: the reanalysis is covert at this stage, 
  . Generic elements occupy a peculiar position on this scale: they do not refer to items in 
the discourse universe, and thus they share some properties with non-referential indefi nite 
elements. However,  genericity (or  genericness ) is intended by Givón (1984: 265; see also 
Raumolin-Brunberg and Kahlas-Tarkka 1997: 26) as a third semantic/pragmatic dimension of 
noun phrases and pronouns along with (in)defi niteness and referentiality: generic noun phrases 
refer to whole species or sub-species, pick out indiscriminate referents of a given class, and are 
accordingly placed at one extreme of the scale in (2); non-referential indefi nites are, in a sense, 
more referential than generics because they pick out a referent without further identifi cation 
(or a referent whatsoever within a well-circumscribed set of individuals). 
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and no overt modifi cations in the form of  man reveal it. In the following examples, 
two interpretations are possible: one in which the noun  man is interpreted as cor-
responding to  human race or  mankind (often opposed to God, or other species, as 
in (4) and (6)), and the other in which  man can be paraphrased as  one, anyone . 
  Latin 
 (3)  Non in solo pane vivit  homo (Matthew 4, 4) 
  ‘ Man does not live by bread alone’ 6 
 (4)  Quod ergo Deus coniunxit,  homo non separet (Mark 10, 9) 
  ‘What God has joined together let  no man put asunder’ 
 Gothic (and Latin) 
  (5)  ai þ þ au ŵa gibi þ  manna inmaidein saiwalos seinaizos? = aut quid dabit  homo com-
mutationem pro anima sua (Mark 8, 37) 
  ‘There is nothing  a man / one can give to regain his life’ 
  Old Italian 
  (6)  . . .in questa una cosa avanza  l’uomo tutte le bestie et animali. . . (Brunetto Latini, 
 Rettorica , p. 38, rr. 14–15) 
  ‘In this thing alone  the human race overcomes all the beasts and animals’ 
 (7)  Se alquanti di mala maniera usano malamente eloquenzia, non rimane pertanto 
che  ll’uomo non debbia studiare in eloquenzia. . . (Brunetto Latini,  Rettorica , p. 36, 
rr. 8–10) 
   ‘If some bad people use eloquence badly, this does not mean that  all people in the 
world /  one should not study eloquence’ 
  Latin 
  (8)  In quo mare nihil invenitur vivifi catum . . . neque  homo natare potest, sed quicquid 
ibi iactatum fuerit, in profundum mergitur (Antoninus Plac. 166, 10; from Salonius 
1920: 246) 
   ‘In that sea nothing alive (no living creature) is found and  one cannot swim in it, 
but whatever has been thrown there sinks to the bottom’ 
 Examples (7) and (8) are particularly instructive as to the possible ambiguity in 
the interpretation of  man , which triggers reanalysis. In (7), for instance,  l’uomo , 
‘the man’, may be interpreted as referring to the human race in general, but an in-
terpretation in which it represents an indefi nite subject ( one ) cannot be excluded 
(cf. Salvi, n.d.: 49). 
 .  The English translation of this and the following Bible examples is taken from May Metzger 
(1962), with some minor modifi cations. 
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 . Man  as a human non-referential indefi nite element 
 Consider now example (9). In this case,  man cannot refer to all humanity: rather, 
it refers to anyone who has read what the author wrote. An interpretation of  man 
as  human race, mankind is clearly excluded in these cases. The same holds true for 
examples (10) and (11). 
 Old Italian 
  (9)  Potrebbe gi à  l’uomo opporre contra me e dicere che . . . (Dante,  Vita Nuova , 12, 17) 
  ‘ One could in fact argue against me (i.e. against what I said) and say that. . .’ 
 (10)  . . .quando  uomo truova la donnola nella via. . . ( Novellino , 32, rr. 7–8) 
  ‘When  one fi nds a weasel on his way’ 
 (11)  . . .in questo ch’ è detto puote  uomo bene intendere che . . . (Brunetto Latini,  Rettorica , 
p. 152, rr. 13–14) 
  ‘In (i.e. from) what has been said  one can well understand that. . .’ 
 In these examples,  man is contextually determined, i.e. it refers to a contextually 
bound sub-group of humanity (people belonging to a given group, people in a 
given location/situation, and so on) and not to all humanity. It must be inter-
preted as a human non-referential indefi nite element, roughly corresponding to 
English  one or  anyone . This usage correlates signifi cantly with non-assertive con-
texts (i.e. irrealis, non-factual, negated, habitual, potential, and deontic contexts). 
That non-assertive contexts are the typical syntactic and semantic environment in 
which  man starts being used as an indefi nite element is not news to linguists, and 
has been widely recognized at least since Vendryes (1916: 186; cf. also Meillet 1948: 
277). In Section 1.5 we will advance a possible explanation concerning this genesis 
of  man -constructions. 
 This usage appears to be widespread throughout Europe, in both modern and 
ancient languages. The following passages are a small, non-representative sample. 
A detailed description of the areal distribution of  man -constructions will be the 
object of Section 2. 
 Anglo-Saxon (and Latin) 
 (12)  swa  man byr ð lytle cyld = ut solet  homo gestare parvulum fi lium suum (Deut. 1, 31) 
  ‘As  a man / one bears his little child’ 
 Old Spanish 
 (13)  Non se deuie  el omne por perdida quexar, Ca nunqua por su quexa lo puede recobrar 
( Libro de Apolonio , 341cd., from Barrett Brown 1931: 267) 
   ‘ One should not complain about a loss, because one would never recover (what he 
has lost) by means of complaints’ 
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 Medieval Occitan 
  (14)  aquella fazenda que  om apella Massenal ( Chartes 377, 7, from Jensen 1986: 164) 
  ‘that farm which is called Massenal’ 
  Slovene 
  (15)  V taki situaciji bi  č lovek iskal drugo slu ž bo (Martina Ožbot, p.c.) 
  ‘In such a situation  one would look for another job’ 
  Abruzzese 
  (16)  Nome magne tutta lu juorne (D’Alessandro and Alexiadou 2006: 193) 
  one eats all the day 
  ‘ One eats all day long’ 
 At this stage, there are some formal, surface symptoms of a process of reanaly-
sis that has already occurred covertly: 7 in some cases (as, for instance, in (10) and 
(11)), the  man -element appears with no article. In Old Italian, lack of the article 
is impossible under a species-generic interpretation of a NP (Salvi n.d.: 49), and 
thus in (10) and (11) only a non-referential indefi nite interpretation is possible, 
whereas in cases such as (9) this interpretation arises only on semantic/contextual 
grounds (i.e., without overt syntactic manifestations). 
 . Man  as a human referential indefi nite element 
 In some languages,  man can be used to refer to a specifi c human subject that the 
speaker does not want, or cannot, specify, i.e. as a rough equivalent of  someone . 
When used in such a way, the  man -construction functionally resembles other 
passive constructions (e.g. the periphrastic passive), in its capacity of background-
ing a specifi c agent for discourse/contextual reasons. Some examples of referential 
indefi nite  man are the following: 
  German 
 (17)  Aber noch in derselben Nacht schlich einer der D ö rfl er zum Grab des Get ö teten, grub 
ihn aus und fra ß vom Fleisch des Menschenfressers, so da ß er, als  man ihn fa ß te, 
gleichfalls zum Tode verurteilt wurde (U. Eco,  Der Namen der Rose , 247). 
  . Following Timberlake (1977: 141) and Harris and Campbell (1995: 61ff.),  reanalysis is in-
tended here as a process directly changing underlying structures whose effects are not directly 
visible on the surface. Reanalysis is to be treated as distinct from  actualization , the process by 
which some overt syntactic manifestations of the reanalysis emerge and “bring the surface into 
line with the innovative underlying structure” (Harris and Campbell 1995: 77). 
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   ‘That same night, however, one man from the village went and dug up the 
grave of the murdered victim and ate the fl esh of the cannibal, whereupon, 
since he was discovered, the village put him to death, too’ (U. Eco,  The name of 
the rose , 188). 8 
  (18)  Man hat letzte Woche bei uns eingebrochen (from Zifonun 2001: 237) 
  ‘Our house was burgled last week (lit.:  someone burgled our house last week)’ 
  French 
  (19)  Regarde, dit-elle, fain é ant! Pendant que tu  é tais occup é  à dormir,  on nous a vol é 
notre maison ( Tr é sor de la langue fran ç aise , vol. 12, 498a) 
   ‘ “Look”, she said, “lazybones! While you were engaged in sleeping, they took away 
our house” ’ 
 Anglo-Saxon (and Latin) 
  (20)  and  man brohte  þ a his heafod on anum disce and sealde  þ am m œ dene = et  allatum 
est caput eius in disco, et datum est puellae (Matthew 14, 11) 
  ‘and his head was brought on a platter and given to the girl’ 
  Swedish 
 (21)  Man har m ö rdat Palme (Altenberg 2004/2005: 94) 
  ‘ Someone murdered Palme / Palme has been murdered’ 
 (22)  I tre veckor hade  man haft Limpan under uppsikt i  ö vertygelse om att han f ö rr 
eller senare m å ste upps ö ka g ö mst ä llet f ö r bytet fr å n kuppen (Altenberg 2004/
2005: 107) 
   ‘For three weeks now,  one (i.e., the police) had had The Breadman under con-
stant surveillance, convinced that sooner or later he would visit the place where 
he had hidden the loot from the holdup’ 
 In these examples, the action is typically a past one, bound to a specifi c spatio-
temporal setting, and thus there must have been one or more specifi c agents. It 
appears that the languages in which  man can be used in this way are a subset of 
those languages in which  man is used as a non-referential indefi nite element. As a 
means of backgrounding specifi c agents,  man as a referential indefi nite element is 
used as a translational equivalent of periphrastic passives, as in (17) and (20), or 
 .  The original version of the novel has a periphrastic passive in this passage: 
 (i)  Ma la notte stessa un tale del villaggio andò a scavare la fossa dell’ucciso e mangiò 
delle carni del cannibale, così che,  quando fu scoperto , il villaggio condannò a morte 
anche lui (U. Eco,  Il nome della rosa , 191). 
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personal morphological passives, which are typically associated with the function 
of backgrounding specifi c agents (Myhill 1997; Sans ò 2006: 243ff.). The following 
examples from Old High German, Old French, and Early Dutch show that this 
usage of  man in the Charlemagne area dates back to the Middle Ages: 
 Early Dutch (and Latin) 
 (23)  enn  men brachte hem enen boec . . . ysaie des propheten = et  traditus est illi liber 
Isaiae prophetae (Luke 4, 17, from Gray 1945: 25) 
  ‘and there was given to him the book of the prophet Isaiah’ 
 Old French (and Latin) 
  (24)  l’um li menout chevals =  educebantur equi Salomoni (III Kings 10, 28, from Gray 
1945: 28) 
  ‘horses were brought to Salomon’ 
  Old High German (and Latin) 
  (25)  Th ó quam h é r zi Nazareth, thar h é r uuas gizogan, inti ingieng after sinero 
gi ú uonu in sambazt á g in thie samanunga, inti  á rstuont  ú f zi lesanne, inti  salta 
m á n imo then buoh th é s uuizagen Esaies. (Tatian,  Gospel Harmony , 18, 1)  = Et 
venit Nazareth, ubi erat nutritus, et intravit secundum consuetudinem suam die 
sabbati in synagogam, et surrexit legere, et  traditus est illi liber prophetae Esai æ 
(Luke 4, 17) 
   ‘And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up; and he went to the 
synagogue, as his custom was, on the Sabbath day. And he stood up to read; and 
there was given to him the book of the prophet Isaiah’ 
 (26)  Inti uuard tho, mit diu her uuidaruuarb intfanganemo rihhe,  gib ó t tho thaz man 
gihaloti sine scalca then her gab then scaz, thaz her uuesti uuio fi lu iro giuuelih 
giscazzot uuari. (Tatian, Gospel Harmony, 151, 4)  = Et factum est, dum rediret 
accepto regno, et  iussit vocari servos quibus dedit pecuniam, ut sciret quantum 
quisque negotiatus esset (Luke 19, 15) 
   ‘When he returned, having received the kingly power, he commanded these ser-
vants, to whom he had given the money, to be called to him, that he might know 
what they had gained by trading’ 
 . Further developments 
 In some languages,  man has evolved into a human referential defi nite pronoun, 
corresponding to a fi rst person (plural and even singular) pronoun, and even 
to a second person. This use is sometimes labelled as “pseudo-generic” (e.g. by 
Altenberg 2004/2005: 95), or “4 th person” (e.g. by Grafstr ö m 1969: 270, and 
Coveney 2000). French is the European language in which this development 
is most systematically found (Nyrop 1925: 385ff.; Grafstr ö m 1969; S ö ll 1969; 
Coveney 2000). 
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 French 
  (27)  Au premier coup de canon qui nous a r é veill é s  à 2 hs du matin  on s’est dress é 
(Grafstr ö m 1969: 272–273). 
  ‘At the fi rst gun shot, which woke us up at 2 o’clock in the morning,  we got dressed’ 
  (28)  On a du pain pour nos vieux jours (Grafstr ö m 1969: 273) 
  ‘ We ’ve got bread for our old days’ 
  (29)  On a fait du latin ce matin? (Nyrop 1925: 380) 
  ‘Did  you have a Latin class this morning?’ 
 In French “it does not seem that [+defi nite]  on was general in the Paris area before 
the 19 th century” (Coveney 2000: 450). 9 This development is somewhat different 
from the evolutionary process leading from a species-generic to a human (non-) 
referential indefi nite. The latter consistently invokes a progressive switch along a 
single hierarchy (referentiality/defi niteness), whereas the former implies a reinter-
pretation of an impersonal clause as a personal one: 
  (30)  “several writers have pointed out that, even in their ‘traditional’ uses, there is a degree 
of semantic similarity between  nous and  on . . . and it is said that this has facilitated 
the replacement of  nous with  on . More specifi cally, both pronouns usually refer 
to groups of people, which vary in size and composition according to context . . . 
This semantic overlap is thought to be the reason why certain other languages 
similarly use an impersonal form for 4p reference” (Coveney 2000: 454). 10 
 This usage is also attested in Czech and Polish (Mazon 1931: 150–151). In Polish 
 cz ł owiek (or its abridged form  cz ł ek ) is used as an equivalent of the fi rst person 
(singular/plural) pronoun as early as the 18 th century: 
 Modern Czech (Mazon 1931: 150) 
  (31)  rano sotva vyleze  č lov ě k z hn í zda, uz aby se d ř el, a kdy ž p ř ijde ve č er, je ulah á n jako 
ml é ka ř č in pes . . .  Č lov ě k aby se p ř etrhal, a nic za to nem á ! 
   ‘ à peine sorti du nid, d è s l’aube,  on doit peiner, et puis le soir on est ext é nu é 
comme un chien de laitier . . .  On se cr è ve sans nul profi t’ 
 .  On has been used since Old French as a stylistically marked substitute for all the other 
personal pronouns (Nyrop 1925: 375ff.). The 19 th century should be regarded as the period in 
which this usage started to appear consistently in the literature in the representation of the col-
loquial speech of the working class (cf. Coveney 2000: 451). 
 .  In Tuscan (and, to some extent, also in Standard Italian), the usage of the refl exive/middle 
marker  si for ‘we’ has become standardised when the verb is not transitive or unergative: in these 
contexts, the agent may be identifi ed as an “unspecifi ed set of people including the speaker” 
(Cinque 1988: 542). This development is therefore not specifi c to  man -constructions but 
appears to characterize other passive/impersonal construction types. 
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 Polish (18 th century, Mazon 1931: 151–152) 
  (32)  Cz ł ek jad ł , pi ł , nic nie robi ł i suto w kieszeni 
  ‘on mangeait, buvait son sao û l, ne faisait rien, et l’on avait la bourse pleine’ 
 (33)  Cz ł owiek si ę napracowa ł ,  cz ł ek niema ł o skorzysta ł 
  ‘on s’est fourbu de travail, on en a eu quelque profi t’ 
  Polish (contemporary, Stefan Dyła, p.c.) 
  (34)  Cz ł owiek chce odpocz ą ć , cieszy ć si ę chwil ą . . . 
  man. wants rest. cherish.  moment. 
  ‘ One (but also:  I/we ) want(s) to rest, cherish the moment’ 
 A similar usage is attested in Swedish (cf. (35)), where it is said to be substandard, 
although, as Egerland (2003: 76) puts it, “for many speakers the usage in question 
no longer has any particular stylistic implications”: 
 Swedish 
  (35)  I g å r p å eftermiddagen blev  man  avskedad 
  yesterday afternoon was man fi red 
  ‘yesterday afternoon I was fi red’ 
 .  A grammaticalization path for man- constructions 
 The grammaticalization path of  man as an indefi nite element follows Giv ó n’s 
hierarchy of referentiality/defi niteness. The usage of  man as a human referential 
indefi nite subject is the most grammaticalized, while the development described 
in 1.4 is a somewhat heterogeneous process and is accordingly placed as an option 
which parallels the usage of  man as a human referential indefi nite but does not 
presuppose it: 
 
(a1) man as species-generic (a2) man as human non-
referential indefinite
(b) man as human
referential indefinite
(c) 1st person singular/plural
 The arrangement of situation types within this path deserves some explanation. 
Two facts emerge clearly from the discussion conducted thus far: fi rstly, the num-
ber of languages in which  man serves as a human referential indefi nite subject is a 
subset of those languages in which it is used as a human non-referential indefi nite 
subject. Secondly, in these languages,  man appears to be greatly or totally gram-
maticalized as a pronoun, whereas the same does not (always) hold true for those 
languages in which it is used as a human non-referential indefi nite only. This fact 
alone is suffi cient to motivate the arrangement proposed above. More concretely, 
there is a number of semantic features shared by the two leftmost situation types 
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and only partially by  man as a human referential indefi nite which corroborate this 
analysis. The following table provides a synopsis of these features: 
 Table 1 . Semantic features of the three situation types (a 1 =  man as species-generic; a 2 = 
 man as human non-referential indefi nite; b =  man as human referential indefi nite; c = 
 man as human specifi c defi nite).
     Typical contexts 
 Type  Number  Inclusion  Referentiality of usage: 
 (a 1 )  inherently plural  speaker, addressee, nonreferential maxims, proverbs,
 (= ‘humanity, mankind,   third party  generalizations
 human race’)  
 (a 2 )  plural (= ‘anyone’)/  speaker, addressee,  nonreferential non-assertive
 singular (= ‘one’)  third party   (≅ irrealis 
    predication) 
 (b)  plural/singular  third party referential assertive (≅ realis 
 (= someone, be it a    predication)
 plurality of referents 
 or not)  
 (c)  1 st person singular/ speaker, addressee, referential irrelevant
 plural  third party  
 Some of these features are fairly self-explanatory, and we do not discuss them in 
detail. The usages of  man -constructions exemplifi ed in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 do 
not exclude the speech act participants from predication, whereas in the examples 
in 1.3  man cannot refer to the speaker and the addressee, but is limited to a third 
party. 11 In the contexts exemplifi ed in 1.1  man refers to the human race as opposed 
to something else (God, animals, etc.). Thus, the referent of  man is plural  per se in 
these cases. In the contexts exemplifi ed in 1.2,  man refers to a plural entity ( people 
in general, people in a given spatio-temporal setting ), but it can be interpreted as a 
singular given the appropriate hypothetic/irrealis context ( a person in a given situation 
≅ English  one ). In the contexts exemplifi ed in 1.3,  man may refer to both singular 
( someone, specifi c ) and plural ( someone @ a specifi c group of people ) entities. As to 
the typical contexts of usage of  man constructions, we can draw a clear-cut line 
opposing those cases (labelled (a 1 ) and (a 2 ) in the table) in which the predication 
 .  More precisely, when  man is a species-generic, the reference normally includes the speaker/
writer and the addressee; on the other hand, when  man is used as a non-referential indefi nite, 
reference to speech act participants may be either excluded (with a distance effect, as in  Verstehe 
ich auch nicht wie kann  man da wohnen , ‘I don’t understand how one can live there’) or in-
cluded (with opposite effects of proximity). For a careful consideration of the discourse effects 
of  man -constructions in Swedish (and, contrastively, of the indefi nite pronoun  one in English), 
the reader is referred to Altenberg (2004/2005). 
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is non-assertive (irrealis, negated, and potential/deontic contexts, but also maxims, 
generalizations, proverbs, and, more generally, any action/event which either did 
not occur, or which is presented as occurring in a contingent, non-real world) 
from the examples discussed in 1.3, where  man -constructions always depict a realis 
situation (i.e. one whose occurrence is actually asserted as corresponding directly 
to a real event). 
 As we have already pointed out in Section 1.2, negative, conditional and inter-
rogative contexts are the typical discourse environments in which the reanalysis of 
 man as an indefi nite element takes place, and this fact has long been recognized 
in the literature on  man -constructions. In the grammaticalization path sketched 
above, the usages of  man as a species-generic and as a non-referential indefi nite 
have been labelled as (a 1 ) and (a 2 ) respectively, for in many cases it is diffi cult to 
make a distinction between the two senses in written texts. General nouns referring 
to classes are the norm in generalizations about species. This kind of predication 
is usually associated with linguistic features (such as the use of a given tense or as-
pect) which trigger an atemporal interpretation, and is inherently non-assertive. If 
 man -elements start being grammaticalized, they fi rst spread to other non-assertive 
contexts. Lack of assertiveness may be triggered by other operators such as nega-
tors, temporal and hypothetical subordinators such as  if, when , questions, etc., and 
thus appears to be the major feature shared by the two leftmost situation types in 
the grammaticalization path. In both (a 1 ) and (a 2 ),  man has the capacity of pick-
ing out indiscriminate referents of the class of humans, indicating  any individual 
within a more or less restricted class, which is determined by the operator itself 
and may amount to all humanity or to a subgroup thereof, according to the con-
text. The usage of  man as a referential indefi nite subject arises through extension 
when it is used outside the scope of a non-assertive operator: if a given situation 
is presented as occurring in the real world, the most straightforward pragmatic 
inference that is drawn is that there must have been one or more specifi c agents 
bringing about that situation. In these cases, a semantically light or empty element 
such as  man amounts to nothing but a human entity, and the assertive context 
forces its interpretation as a specifi c but indefi nite human subject. Similarly, Egerland 
(2003: 89) argues that the arbitrary reading of  man (i.e., in our terms, its usage as a 
referential indefi nite), “is entirely determined by the discourse and is not restrained 
by any syntactic principles”: whereas a generic/non-referential reading is obliga-
torily triggered by some syntactic operator, the “arbitrary” reading needs not to be 
syntactically determined, and emerges when no generic operators are available. 
 The data discussed here also provide some evidence that stage (c) does not 
necessarily presuppose stage (b). According to Mazon (1931: 150), in Czech, 
where  č lovĕk does not appear to be used as a referential indefi nite, “souvent le sujet 
parlant, sous la forme famili è re de l’ind é fi ni, se d é signe lui-m ê me ( na š inec, j á )”. 
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The same holds true for Serbo-Croat, according to Kordi ć (2001: 57). 12 On a 
merely speculative basis, we might suppose that stage (c) involves a kind of prag-
matic development which is somewhat different from the processes leading from 
(a 1 ) to (a 2 ) and from (a 2 ) to (b). As already noted, the latter consistently invoke 
a progressive switch along a hierarchy of referentiality/defi niteness, whereas the 
former implies a reinterpretation of an impersonal clause as a personal one. 
 The grammaticalization path described above is consistent with the fi ner-
grained grammaticalization path proposed by Haspelmath (1997: 4; 149ff.) for in-
defi nite pronouns, which proceeds from  free choice ( any -series) elements to more 
specifi c elements, and does not contradict the evolutionary path of impersonal 
pronouns envisaged by Egerland (2003):  Lexical DP > Impersonal generic pronoun > 
Impersonal arbitrary (i.e., specifi c) pronoun > referential pronoun (but see next sec-
tion for a lengthier discussion). 
 . Man : noun or pronoun? 
 In order to single out the formal properties of  man in  man -constructions it might 
be useful to compare one case in which  man is admittedly a full pronoun (Modern 
German) with a language in which  man has not (fully) acquired the formal proper-
ties of a pronoun (Old Italian), though showing some peculiar properties that set it 
off from other nouns. German  man , unlike other German pronouns, does not take 
modifi ers such as adjectives, deictics, genitives, articles, or relative clauses (cf. (36) 
and (37)); Old Italian  uomo takes modifi ers such as relative clauses (cf. (38) and (39)), 
and adjectives (cf. (40)), and is in the overwhelming majority of cases preceded by 
the article; it sometimes serves as a generic placeholder (roughly corresponding to 
English  one , or to indefi nite  who ) in both subject and non-subject positions: 
 German (Ewald Lang, p.c.) 
  (36)  Wenn einer/ * man , der die Packung aufgerissen hat, nicht bezahlt, wird er . . . 
  Lit.: if someone who has opened the package does not pay, he is . . . 
  (37)  Ihr Idioten / Wir Studenten / * Man Student 
  ‘You idiots / we students / *man student’ 
 .  Consider the following ambiguous example from Kordić (2001: 60), where  čovjek is used as 
an equivalent of a 1 st person (plural/singular), but it can be also interpreted as a generalization 
involving a human unidentifi ed subject: 
  ii.  Tema je toliko uzvišena da  čovjek ima osjećaj kako je pri dodjeli nagrade bila presudna 
poruka više, negoli koliko je  čovjek pjesničke fi noće u to unio 
   ‚Das Thema is dermaßen erhaben, dass  man das Gefühl hat, die Botschaft sei bei der 
Preisverleihung entscheidender gewesen als die dichterische Finesse, die  man dort 
eingebracht hat’ 
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  Old Italian 
  (38)  S ì cominci ò Beatrice questo canto; / e s ì com’  uom che suo parlar non spezza, / contin ü ò 
cos ì ’l processo santo (Dante,  Paradiso , V, 16–18) 
   ‘So Beatrice began this canto, and as  one who does not interrupt his speech, she 
thus continued her holy discourse’ (Dante Alighieri,  The Divine Comedy, Paradiso , 
translated, with a commentary, by Charles S. Singleton, 49. Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1977 2 [1975]) 
 (39)  per che, come fa l’ uom che non s’affi gge / ma vassi a la via sua, che che li appaia, / se 
di bisogno stimolo il trafi gge, / cos ì intrammo noi per la callaia, / uno innanzi altro 
prendendo la scala (Dante,  Purgatorio , XXV, 4–8) 
   ‘Therefore, like  one that does not stop but, whatever may appear to him, goes on 
his way, if the goad of necessity prick him, so did we enter through the gap, one 
before the other, taking the stairway’ (Dante Alighieri,  The Divine Comedy, Pur-
gatorio , translated, with a commentary, by Charles S. Singleton, 269. Princeton, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977 2 [1975]) 
  (40)  Ma nulla  à ’l mondo in ch’ uom saggio si fi de (Petrarca,  Canzoniere , 23, 136) 
  ‘But there’s nothing  a wise man can trust to in this world’ 
 Moreover,  man (as well as its relatives in other Germanic languages, and French 
 on ) is anaphorically referred to by  man ;  uomo is always referred to by 3 rd person 
singular pronouns: 
 German 
  (41)  Man muss bezahlen, wenn  man die Packung aufreisst, um den Stoff zu pr ü fen 
  ‘ One must pay if  one opens the package in order to examine the content’ 
  Swedish 
 (42)  Man g ö r vad  man kan, vecka efter vecka (from Altenberg 2004/2005: 94) 
  Lit. ‘One does what one can, week after week’ 
  Old Italian 
  (43)  ove che l’ uom vada, o stea,  e’ dee vivere onestamente (Pistole di Seneca, 21) 
  ‘Wherever “man” goes or stays,  he must live honestly’ 
  (44)  quando  uomo va davante a messer lo papa, certo *uomo / elli va con molta reverenzia 
(Brunetto Latini,  Rettorica , p. 156, rr. 15–17, from Salvi n.d.: 51) 
  ‘When  one / a man goes to see the Pope, he goes with much awe’ 13 
 .  The same holds true for  on in Old French (Nyrop 1925: 369ff.; Jensen 1990: 237ff.; Welton-
Lair 1999: 133ff.): though being grammaticalized as a pronoun very early,  on was often preceded 
by the defi nite article ( l’en le quist, si nel pot en trover , ‘they looked for him, but they could not fi nd 
him’,  Saint Eustace 12, 11), it was sometimes anaphorically referred to by  il in coordinate structures 
( on chante et  il danse , ‘there is singing and dancing’), and could be followed by a relative clause 
( hum qui la vait, repairier ne s’en puet , ‘nobody who goes there can come back’,  Roland 311) 
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 These facts lead us to conclude that  (l’)uomo is a full NP in Old Italian, whereas the 
status of German  man is more pronominal. A question to be posed now is what 
sort of pronoun German  man is. Recall that the syntactic behaviour of  man is sig-
nifi cantly different from that of other pronouns in German. A full consideration 
of the syntactic properties of  man in German is thus in order before answering 
this question. 
 According to Cardinaletti and Starke (1999), pronouns may be divided into 
two classes according to their positional and distributional properties. So-called 
“strong” pronouns (e.g. Italian  lui , French  moi , etc.) can occur in the base, or θ-
position, can appear in a series of peripheral positions (e.g. dislocation), can be 
focussed or appear in isolation, can be coordinated, and have the same distribution 
of full NPs. Moreover, adverbs that modify the whole NP (e.g. French  vraiment, 
seulement ) may also modify strong pronouns. On the other hand, defi cient pro-
nouns (further subdivided into weak pronouns – e.g. French  il , Italian  egli, ella – and 
clitics – French  le , Italian  lo, la ) cannot occur in the base, or θ-position, cannot 
appear in peripheral positions, cannot be focussed, cannot appear in isolation, 
cannot be coordinated, and modifi ed by any type of modifi ers. The properties 
of  man in some of these syntactic environments, exemplifi ed in (45)–(47) below, 
show that German  man is a weak pronoun, unlike  er, sie, jemand, einer , etc., which 
are strong pronouns: 
 German (Ewald Lang, p.c.) 
  (45)   Er / Sie / *Man und Vater haben das so vereinbart 
  ‘He / She / *One and (his/her) father have agreed about this’ 
 (46)  Vorsicht, da kommt wer / jemand / einer / *man 
  ‘Be careful, someone is coming’ 
 (47)  Du / *Man, glaube ich, hast / hat es gewu ß t 
  ‘You / *One, I think, have / has come to know it’ 
 Under this classifi cation, Old Italian  (l’)uomo , along with other  man -elements in 
other languages (e.g.  ma ð ur in Icelandic, cf. Egerland 2003: 81), are to be consid-
ered as full lexical NPs. 
 Two generalizations can now be advanced concerning the formal properties of 
 man -constructions. The fi rst one has been already alluded to somewhat surrepti-
tiously in the discussion so far: 
  (48)  Generalization #1 : The more grammaticalized a generic noun such as  man is, the 
more it behaves like a pronominal or pronoun-like element 
 This generalization emerges clearly from the distribution of  man -constructions 
in European languages: whenever a language has a grammaticalized  man -construction, 
the  man -element within this construction assumes the syntactic properties of a 
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weak pronoun. Of course, further data from many more languages are needed in 
order to validate this generalization, possibly also beyond the European area. 
 The second generalization is  per se less evident and straightforward, and de-
serves a more careful explanation. In the initial stages of grammaticalization,  man 
elements are likely to appear with indefi nite value also in non-subject positions. 
The history of the man-construction in Germanic languages is instructive in this 
respect. If we consider the evolution of man-constructions from Gothic to Modern 
German, the possibility of having  man in non-subject positions in the older languages 
emerges immediately: 
 Gothic 
  (49)  ŵa auk botei þ  mannan , jabai gageigai þ  þ ana fairŵu allana jah gaslei þ ei þ sik saiwa-
lai seinai? = quid enim proderit  homini si lucretur mundum totum et detrimentum 
faciat animae suae (Mark 8, 36) 
  ‘For what does it profi t  a man , to gain the whole world and forfeit his life?’ 
 (50)   qi þ ands: staua was sums in sumai baurg, gu þ ni ogands jah  mannan ni aistands = 
dicens iudex quidam erat in quadam civitate qui Deum non timebat et  hominem 
non verebatur (Luke 18, 2) 
   ‘He said, “In a certain city there was a judge who neither feared God nor regarded 
 man ”’ 
 (51)  qa þ u þ - þ an  þ atei  þ ata  us mann usgaggando  þ ata gamainei þ  mannan = dicebat 
autem quoniam quae  de homine exeunt illa communicant  hominem = ἔλεγεν δὲ 
ὅτι τò ἐκ τoU ἀνθρώπoυ ἐκπoρευ ó µενoν ἐκεjνo κoινoj τòν ἄνθρωπoν  (Mark 7, 20) 
  Old High German 
  (52)  uuaz biderb ô ist  manne , oba her alla uuerlt in  ê ht gihal ô t (Mark 8, 36) 
  ‘For what does it profi t  a man , to gain the whole world?’ 
 (53)   ih nalles uon  manne giuuizscaf inf â hu = ego autem non  ab homine testimonium 
accipio (John 5, 34) 
  ‘Not that the testimony which I receive is  from man ’ 
  (54)  Fon herzen uzgangent ubila githanca, manslahti, uorligiri, huor, thiuba, luggiu 
giuuiznissu, girida, balarati, feichan, uncusgida, ubil ouga, bismarunga, ubarhuht, 
tumpnissi. Thisiu sint thiu dar unsubrent man, nalles mit ungiuuasganen hantun 
ezzan ni unsubrit  man (Tatian 84, 9) =  De corde enim exeunt cogitationes mal ae 
homicidia adulteria fornicationes furta falsa testimonia avaritia nequitiae dolus 
inpudicitia oculus malus blasphemia superbia stultitia. Hae sunt quae coin-
quinant  hominem , non lotis autem manibus manducare non coinquinat  hominem 
(Matthew 15, 19–20) 
   ‘For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, fornication, theft, false 
witness, slander. These are what defi le  a man ; but to eat with unwashed hands 
does not defi le  a man ’ 
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 (55)  Quad th ô zi in gl î hnessi inti bilidi, bithiu uuanta gilimphit simbolun zi betonne, 
nalles zi bilinnenne. Sum tuomo uuas in sumero burgi, thie ni forhta got inti  man 
ni intriet (Tatian 122, 1)  = Dicebat autem et parabolam ad illos, quoniam oportet 
semper orare et non defi cere. Iudex quidam erat in quadam civitate, qui deum non 
timebat et  hominem non verebatur (Luke 18, 2) 
   ‘And he told them a parable, to the effect that they ought always to pray and not 
lose heart. He said, “In a certain city there was a judge who neither feared God 
nor regarded  man ” ’ 
  Modern German 
  (56)  Ich habe * man/einen getroffen 
  ‘I met someone’ 
 Although advanced on the grammaticalization path (see examples (25) and (26) 
above),  man in Old High German can still be used with indefi nite sense in non-
subject positions. This possibility is defi nitely ruled out in Modern German, where 
in non-subject positions only  einem/einen are possible. Thus, the generalization 
can be formulated as follows: 
  (57)  Generalization #2 : The more a generic noun such as  man has grammaticalized as 
an indefi nite element, the less likely it is to appear also in non-subject positions 14 
 This generalization equally applies to French ( *J’ai rencontr é on ) and Abruzzese 
( *So’ viste nome , ‘I have seen somebody’, D’Alessandro and Alexiadou 2006: 203), 
two languages in which  man -constructions are advanced on the grammaticaliza-
tion path. 
 A detailed explanation of this peculiarity of  man -constructions is beyond the 
purposes of this paper. Nonetheless, keeping in line with some formal proposals 
such as Egerland’s (2003), we might tentatively propose that the grammaticalization 
path sketched above corresponds to a progressive loss of the lexical features of 
 man , so that in the fi nal stage  man is void of lexical features, whereas in stage (a 2 ) it 
still retains some lexical content that allows it to appear in non-subject positions. 
Non subject-positions are generally fi lled only by pronouns that are inherently 
specifi ed for the semantic features of person, number, gender and case as encoded 
in words such as nouns and pronouns: the more empty a (pronominal) element is, 
the less likely it is that it will appear as an internal argument of a predicate. In 
less formal terms, pronouns in object positions are possible only if they maintain 
 .  Albeit formulated differently, this generalization corresponds to generalization III in 
Egerland (2003: 92): “Impersonal pronouns that are exclusively generic may appear syntacti-
cally as both subjects and objects ( maður and  you ). Impersonal pronouns that can be used both 
arbitrarily and generically can only appear as syntactic subjects ( man, on , and  si )”. 
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some informational content allowing the identifi ability of their intended referent 
(even in very general terms). French  on and German  man are defi nitely excluded 
from object position because they do not have such an informational content: they 
are underspecifi ed with respect to number (being inherently ambiguous between 
plural and singular), person (allowing both inclusive and exclusive readings), and 
gender (applying also to feminine referents), they do not bear any case marker, 
cannot be anaphorically linked to previous linguistic material, and their referent 
cannot be directly referred back to (i.e. they are discursively inert elements, cf. 
Koenig 1999: 241ff.; Los 2005: 285ff.). 15 The present suggestion must be intended 
as merely speculative at this stage, because it rests only on a limited number of 
languages. Moreover, it is important to note that the loss of lexical features is not 
an abrupt process, and it is possible that more grammaticalized stages of the con-
struction coexist with the possibility of having  man in syntactic positions other 
than the subject:  man in Old High German is a case in point, given examples such 
as (25)–(26) contrasting with (52)–(55). 
 2. The areal distribution of  man -constructions in Europe 
 In the following sections, we address the issue of the distribution of  man -constructions 
across Europe. The basic data for the following discussion come mainly from primary 
and secondary literature, but native speakers have been systematically resorted to 
 .  The loss of lexical features in  man -constructions can be properly evaluated by resorting 
to formal criteria. One criterion which is crucially indicative of the pronominalization of  man 
is the possibility of plural agreement (Egerland 2003: 77ff.). In French, examples such as iii are 
possible, in which  on is compatible with plural (and feminine) agreement: 
 French 
 iii.  Quand on est belles, . . . (Egerland 2003 : 79) 
  when  is beautiful[.] 
 Similarly, in Swedish singular agreement appears to be the norm with  man , but cases such as iv 
are perfectly acceptable under the appropriate context (e.g. when the context excludes a singular 
reading of  man ): 
 Swedish 
  iv.  Trots bevisföringen var man inte helt övertygad/övertygade
    despite the evidence was  not fully convinced[]/[]
  om hans skuld (Egerland 2003: 80)
  about his guilt 
   ‘In spite of the evidence, people were not convinced about his guilt’ 
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in order to obtain a realistic picture of the contexts of usage of  man -constructions in 
each language. Native speakers have been particularly helpful to clarify the range 
of uses of  man -constructions in Slavonic languages, where they appear to be an 
emergent category, and as such they are often ignored by both descriptive and 
normative grammars. 
 The areal scenario emerging from the following discussion is suggestive of an 
eastward expansion of this construction type across Europe, but this is only one 
part of the story. This expansion is paralleled by the decline of these constructions 
in a number of Romance languages and in English, and thus the Standard Average 
European character of this construction must be confronted with a model of ex-
pansion accounting for both spread and decline. Such a model will be the topic 
of Section 3.2, whereas speculations about the origin of this construction are pre-
sented in Section 3.1. 
 . Romance languages 
 Among Romance languages,  man -constructions enjoyed much wider currency in 
older stages than today, French and Abruzzese being the only modern languages in 
which the construction is still alive. 16 The construction in question is also attested 
in contemporary Catalan, where it is said to be bookish (Kaufmann 2002; Carmen 
Muñoz, p.c.), and in Corsican (cf. Marchetti 2001), a conservative Italo-Romance 
variety in which the Old Tuscan situation appears to be well-preserved. 
 Corsican 
  (58)  Ó mu s’ann ó ia  à  ù n f à nunda 
  Lit.: ‘One annoys himself at not doing anything’ 
  Catalan 
  (59)  Hom proced í a interrogar els testimonis esmentats ( La Veu de Catalunya. Diari 
antifeixista , 1937) 
  ‘They proceeded to examine the aforementioned witnesses’ 
 .  In Sardinian, according to Jones (1993: 212),  sa pessone , lit. ‘the person’, can be used im-
personally; this fact is not confi rmed by native speakers, who also point out that  omine , ‘man’, 
is very limitedly (if ever) used in generic/impersonal contexts (Ignazio Putzu, p.c.; Nicoletta 
Puddu, p.c.). In Modern Occitan the usage of  om is not very frequent, and appears to be reces-
sive with respect to other impersonalizing strategies (cf. Meyer-Lübke [1900: 107]: “Mais en 
somme, à l’époque ancienne et moderne, cet emploi de  om n’est pas bien frequent; on lui préfère 
 se . . . ou bien la troisième ou, comme nous l’avons déjà dit, la deuxième personne du pluriel”). 
Some sporadic attestations of the indefi nite usage of  homem in Old Portuguese are given by 
Meyer-Lübke (1900: 109). 
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 (60)  Durant molt de temps  hom s’ha complagut a citar aquelles lleng ü es a les quals man-
quen els termes per a expressar conceptes tals com arbre o animal (Miquel Mart í i 
Pol,  El pensament salvatge , 1971) 
   ‘For a long time people have taken pleasure of citing those languages that lack 
terms expressing concepts such as “tree” or “animal”’ 
 In older languages, especially in Italo-Romance varieties but also in Old Spanish 17 
(cf. Barrett Brown 1931), the construction is widely attested, although there are 
no formal clues to assume that  man was grammaticalized as a pronoun in these 
varieties. 18 
 Old Spanish 
  (61)  Con ellos  ombre non puede beuir ( Arcipreste de Talavera 243, from Barrett Brown 
1931: 269) 
   ‘ One cannot drink with them’ 
  Old Abruzzese 
  (62)  Se boy che  ll’omo cr é date, d ì se[m]pre veritate ( Proverbia , 39; from Ugolini 1959: 72) 
  ‘If you wish to be believed, always tell the truth’ 
  Old Salentino 
  (63)  si illi maniasse de quillo chi  l’omo appella fructu / de vita, mai no ’nvecharia et non 
infi rmarebe ( Libro di Sidrac Salentino 5v10–11; from Sgrilli 1983: 206) 
   ‘If he could eat what is called the fruit of life, he would never grow old and fall 
sick’ 
  Old Veneto 
  (64)  E quando  l’omo se parte de Ciarciam, ello va .v.  ç ornate per sablone l à o  è aqua 
amara e pesima ( Il Milione [translation in Old Veneto], 19, 59; from von Wart-
burg 1946: 38) 
   ‘And when  one leaves Ciarciam, for 5 days one goes through a desert where water 
is bitter and very bad’ 
 .  The life span of this usage of  hombre (and its variants) in Old Spanish ranges from the 
middle of the 13 th century to 1580 (Barrett Brown 1931: 270ff.). 
 .  In some varieties (cf. e.g. exx. (61) and (65)–(68))  uomo/omo/om may appear without any 
articles. The postverbal position of  omo / on in (65) and (66) cannot be taken as a positional 
criterion for establishing the pronominal status of  omo and  on in Old Romanesco and Old 
Lombard respectively: although there are no comprehensive descriptions of word order in these 
two varieties, it does not appear that they distinguish between nouns and pronouns in subject 
inversion, which typically occurs when a constituent other than the subject is fronted (as in (65) 
and (66)). 
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 Old Romanesco 
 (65)  Quanno li ambasciatori fuoro entrati in Verona, tutta Verona curre a vederli. Cos ì li 
guardava  omo fi tto como fussino lopi (Anonimo Romano,  Vita di Cola di Rienzo , 
8, 10) 
   ‘When the ambassadors entered Verona, the whole town hastens to see them. So, 
people fi xed their gaze on them as if they were wolves’ 
 Old Lombard 
 (66)  ben saver dev’ on c’aluminadho fo de salvacion (Ugu ç on, 222, from Rohlfs 1949: 
272) 
   ‘It should be well-known (one should know well) that he was enlightened by 
salvation’ 
 Old Ligurian 
  (67)  mester  è c’ omo li caze (Monaci 1955: 441) 
  ‘It is necessary to chase them’ 
  Old Sicilian 
  (68)  quannu  homu  è assai rebelli (Monaci 1955: 547) 
  ‘when one is a real rebel’ 
 Old Campanian 
  (69)  se  ll’ommo avesse pustule ( Bagni di Pozzuoli v. 32, from Rohlfs 1949: 272) 
  ‘if one had pustules’ 
 . Germanic languages 
 Germanic languages show clear instances of  man -constructions in which  man is 
fully grammaticalized as a weak pronoun. Besides German and Swedish, whose 
constructions have been extensively exemplifi ed in the preceding sections, highly 
grammaticalized  man -constructions are attested in almost all of the modern Euro-
pean varieties, and in most cases they are already present in older stages. Icelandic 
is unique among Germanic languages in that  ma ð ur , ‘man’, is used only as a non-
referential indefi nite (cf. (70)) and maintains nominal features. 19 
  Icelandic 
 (70)  Á  Í slandi vinnur  ma ð ur til 65  á ra aldurs 
  ‘In Iceland one works until 65 years of age’ 
 .  Faroese uses  man as a Danicism according to Lockwood (1955). Afrikaans does not retain 
Dutch  men and uses the colloquial Dutch  ‘n mens (McWhorter 2004: 42). 
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 The loss of the indefi nite pronoun  man in English dates back to the 15 th century 
(McWhorter 2004: 42–43; Los 2002, 2005 and references therein).  Man in Mid-
dle English was sometimes phonetically eroded to  me , and was grammaticalized 
enough to be used as a referential indefi nite. 20 
 Old/Middle English 
  (71)  ð a gebrohte  man him to, tomiddes  þ am folce,  æ nne dumne 
  then brought one him to among the people a dumb 
   mann, & se w æ s eac swilce deaf ( Æ hom 18, 25, from Los 2005: 279) 
  man and he was also likewise deaf 
   ‘then was brought to him / then people brought to him, among the people, a man 
who was dumb, and also deaf ’ 
 (72)  Ac  me ne auh to bien hersum bute of gode (McWhorter 2004: 42) 
  but one  ought to be obedient except in good  
  ‘But one should not be obedient except in good things’ 
 Several scenarios accounting for this disappearance have been proposed in the 
literature. Two of them are worth mentioning here, although they are hardly com-
patible with one another. The fi rst systemic scenario (Los 2002, 2005) leaves no 
role to language contact, and invokes the weakness of  man/me(n) in clause-initial 
subject position to explain its disappearance. This weakness is not shared by cognates 
of  man in other Germanic languages, for in these languages a strong constraint on 
V2 has been retained. In English, on the contrary, this restriction was lost, and this 
has eroded the “niche” of  man -uses: 
  (73)  “there are two important factors that appear to have been overlooked: one is the 
competition between subjunctive  that -clauses and  to- infi nitives, which affected 
 man in that it entailed competition between the indefi nite pronoun in such 
clauses and generic (or arbitrary) PRO. The result was a decline in the occurrence 
of  man in subclauses. There was also a decline in main clauses due to the loss 
of verb-second in the course of the fi fteenth century, after which only subjects 
could be ‘unmarked themes’ in an information-structural sense. The indefi nite 
pronoun  man/me(n) is unlikely to occur in this position as it cannot provide an 
anaphoric link with previous material, and its niche was increasingly taken over 
by the impersonal passive” (Los 2002: 181) 
 .  In Old and Middle English  man is also preceded by indefi nite elements such as  some, any, 
every, each , and  no . These forms date back to the earliest Old English texts, and are weakly gram-
maticalized as indefi nite pronouns according to Raumolin-Brunberg and Kahlas-Tarkka (1997: 
19ff., and 71ff.). 
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 The second scenario explicitly invokes the role of language contact and foreign 
infl uence throughout the history of English. According to McWhorter (2004: 54), 
some Old English features “were ripe for marginalization in a contact situation, 
because they occurred only variably”. Indefi nite  man is precisely one of these fea-
tures, and its loss may have been favoured by the lack of a fully grammaticalized 
 man -construction in the Scandinavian varieties which had a signifi cant impact on 
English in the ninth and tenth centuries: 21 
  (74)  “Icelandic and Faroese lack a  man -cognate and already in Old Norse it was re-
cessive, . . . generally replaced by impersonal verb constructions or third person 
verbs without pronouns. This may possibly have set in motion a  de -emphasis on 
the use of Old English’s  man -cognate that eventually resulted in its disappearance 
early in Middle English” (McWhorter 2004: 51) 
 . Slavonic languages 
 In the Slavonic area  man -constructions, though often ignored by grammars, enjoy 
wide currency, especially in South and West Slavonic languages. 22 Statements such 
as (75) are typical of descriptive studies of  man -constructions in Slavonic, and are 
confi rmed by native informants: 
  (75)  “l’emploi de  č lovĕk ŭ avec la valeur d’ind é fi ni s’observe sur une grande partie du 
domaine,  à savoir en tch è que, en sorabe, en polonais, en slov è ne, en serbo-croate 
et en bulgare. Cette valeur, assur é ment, est plus ou moins sensible au sujet par-
lant, et  tel pourra la contester l à o ù tel autre la reconna î t ” (Mazon 1931: 149, our 
emphasis) 
 Mazon signifi cantly alludes to the controversial status of these constructions in 
Slavic ( tel pourra la contester l à o ù tel autre la reconna î t ). Even more signifi cantly, 
some grammars label these constructions as emerging structures (e.g. Feuillet 
1996: 253 on Bulgarian: “Le bulgare ne poss è de pas de forme specifi que pour  on , 
 encore qu’on voie se multiplier les emplois de чов é к dans ce sens ”). 
 .  The temporal mismatch between the Scandinavian invasions (9 th– 10 th centuries) and the 
disappearance of  man in English (15 th century) is not explicitly addressed by McWhorter, who, 
however, claims that “there is no stipulation that the features would vanish immediately. Instead, 
non-native acquisition would initiate a decline in frequency of occurrence which would  even-
tually weaken and eliminate the suffi cient ‘trigger’ . . . for its transmission to new generations” 
(McWhorter 2004: 54, our emphasis). 
 .  In Old Church Slavonic,  človĕkŭ is systematically employed to translate Greek  ἄνθρωπoϚ 
in its indefi nite usages. There are no clear cases in which it is used with indefi nite meaning 
independently from the Greek source (Pierluigi Cuzzolin, p.c.). 
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 The following sentences exemplify the range of uses of  man -constructions in 
Slavonic languages: 23 
 Bulgarian 
  (76)  Chovek ne znae nakade da gleda (Olga Mladenova, p.c.) 
  man NEG know.IND.PRS.3SG where COMP look.IND.PRS.3SG 
   ‘ One does not know where to look’ 
 Slowak 
  (77)  Chlovek nikdy nepochopii, o chom to hovorii (Marian Sloboda, p.c.) 
  Lit.: ‘Man (will) never understand what is (s)he talking about’ 
  Serbo-Croatian 
  (78)  Ne mo ž e  č ovjek tu da se odmori (Danko Sipka, p.c.) 
  ‘One cannot take a rest here’ 
 (79)  (Interviewed woman:) . . .  Split, u kojem sam ro đ ena i u kojem sam provela godine 
kada se  č ovjek zapravo formira, toliko je sna ž na sredina da vas obilje ž i za cijeli  ž ivot, 
bez obzira na to gdje kasnije  ž ivjeli (Kordi ć 2001: 65) 
   ‚Split, wo ich geboren bin und wo ich die Jahre verbracht habe, in denen man ge-
formt wird, ist ein so starkes Umfeld, dass es Sie f ü r das ganze Leben pr ä gt, ohne 
R ü cksicht darauf, wo Sie sp ä ter leben m ö gen’ 
  Polish 
  (80)  Jak  cz ł ek raz na ko ń si ę dzie, to z takimi kompanami, jak ty i Micha ł , na kraj  ś wiata 
jecha ć got ó w ( Potop , tom III, PIW 1982) 
   ‘When  one mounts a horse with companions such as you and Michael, one is 
willing to go everywhere’ 
  Upper Sorbian 
  (81)  To  č ł owjek njew ě (Eduard Werner, p.c.) 
  ‘Man wei ß nie’ 
  Slovene 
  (82)  Č lovek ne ve, kaj naj si mi š li (Martina Ožbot, p.c.) 
  ‘ One does not know what to think about it’ 
 .  We would like to acknowledge the kind help of the following native speakers and language 
experts who have discussed the status of  man -constructions in Slavonic with us: Olga Mlad-
enova, Ljuba Veselinova, Olga Arnaudova (Bulgarian); Francesca Fici, Wim Honselaar, Timur 
Maisak (Russian); Hana Skoumalová, Marian Sloboda, Jakub Dotlačil, Neil Bermel (Czech); 
Marian Sloboda (Slowak); Stefan Dyła, Agnieszka Latos (Polish); Danko Sipka (Serbo-Croatian); 
Eduard Werner (Upper Sorbian); Martina Ožbot, Don Reindl (Slovene). 
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 (83)  Č lovek bi rekel, da o tem nimajo pojma (Don Reindl, p.c.) 
  ‘ One would say that they don’t have any idea’ 
 Russian does not present clear instances of non-referential indefi nite  man (Weiss 
1997). There is substantial agreement among grammars, dictionaries and native 
speakers in admitting that the only contexts in which  chelovek is used imperson-
ally are predications about species, which are presumably universal. Besides them, 
 chelovek is occasionally used as an equivalent of a personal pronoun, with distance 
or proximity effects determined by the context, as in (84). 
 Russian 
  (84)  Chelovek ustal, a vy pristaete s pustjakami 
   ‘A person is tired (but also I am tired, he is tired), and you are bothering him with 
nonsense’ 
 All in all,  man -constructions in the Slavonic domain show up only in South 
and West Slavonic languages. In some cases grammars signal that these construc-
tions arise by contact with German. 24 The spread of  man -constructions to Slavonic 
appears to be a quite recent development (Mazon 1931, Feuillet 1996), although 
a precise dating of the beginning of this process is not possible yet, because of the 
lack of relevant historical data. What can be said is that in some languages these 
constructions arose as early as the 15 th century (Czech), whereas in South Slavonic 
varieties this process started later, and is still in progress. 
 The status of these constructions in (at least part of) the Slavonic area is that 
of an incipient category in the sense of Heine and Kuteva (2005: 71ff.). Incipient 
categories are constructions which emerge in a language as a result of language con-
tact. They often involve a grammaticalization process in the target language which 
is a result of syntactic calquing from the source language, in which the grammati-
calization process appears either to be complete or to be more fi rmly established. 
 .  It is worth recalling that the possibility of a German infl uence on the development of such 
constructions and of an areal pattern of diffusion from west to east has been already admitted 
by Mazon (1931: 154–155), who, however, discards it in favour of a polygenetic process inde-
pendent of any German infl uence (cf. Mazon 1931: 155 and  passim ): 
  v.  “Ainsi la tendance à employer le nom de l’homme en fonction d’indéfi ni se manifeste 
dans toutes les langues slaves à des degrés divers et que, sauf pour le tchèque, on 
ne peut guère encore évaluer exactement . . . cette tendance atteint son plus grand 
développement dans les langues de l’Ouest, accuse une extension moindre dans 
les langues du Sud et est à peine sensible dans le domaine russe. Ne s’agirait-il pas, 
dans ces conditions, d’un calque grammatical de l’allemand  man venu des confi ns 
slavo-germaniques?” 
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Their use is generally optional in that they may but need not be used. Moreover, 
they are used less frequently than the corresponding categories of the model lan-
guages, and they are not generally recognized by speakers (or grammarians) of the 
language as distinct entities of grammar. The question of whether they have any 
existence of their own tends to be a matter of controversy, and “purist” grammar-
ians and language planning organizations are likely to deny their existence, while 
discouraging their use in formal education. 
 . Other languages 
 Man -constructions are attested in a handful of other European languages. In Maltese, 
for instance, the nouns  bniedem ‘man’ and  proxxmu ‘neighbour’ can be used non-
specifi cally. In Albanian,  njer í is used mainly in negative / non-assertive clauses 
(Buchholz and Fiedler 1987: 307; Gray 1945: 31). 
  Maltese 
  (85)  Jekk ji ġ i  proxxmu fuqek tag ħ tihx wi ċ ċ (Borg and 
  Azzopardi-Alexander 1997: 201) 
  If comes neighbour on-PRO.2SG give.2SG-PRO.3SG.M NEG-face 
  ‘If  someone comes up to you, don’t take any notice of him’ 
 Albanian 
  (86)  kur vl ó net  njer í 
  ‘quand  on se fi ance’ 
 The construction is attested also in Celtic languages. Some examples from Old 
and Middle Irish, and from Medieval Welsh are given below (cf. (87)–(89)). In Modern 
Irish the noun meaning  man ( duine ) is often reinforced with  é igin (‘certain’) or 
 ar bith (‘on world’). The usage of  (an) den in Breton appears to be similar to French 
 personne in that it can occur only in negative contexts. 
 Old and Middle Irish 
  (87)  Is i liss fo leith ro alt conachacced fer di Ultaib h í cos í n n- ú air no foad la Conchobar, 
ocus ni b ú i  duine no leicthe issin leis sin acht a haiti si a mummi ( Ir. Texte I, 71, 
from Vendryes 1916: 187) 
   ‘Elle (Derdriu) fut  é lev é e dans une enceinte  à part, a fi n que nul homme ( fer ) des 
Ulates ne la v î t, jusqu’au moment o ù elle coucherait avec Conchobar; et il n’y eut 
personne ( duine ) qui f û t admis dans cette enceinte sauf son p è re nourricier et sa 
nourrice’ 
  (88)  A ndorigne do fertaib n í fail  duine doddecha ( Thes. Pal.-hib. II, 346, from Vendryes 
1916: 187) 
  ‘Ce qu’elle a accompli de miracles, il n’est personne qui puisse le raconter’ 
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  Medieval Welsh 
  (89)  ny welsei  dyn wenyth degach ( W.B. , col. 74, l. 13, from Vendryes 1916: 188) 
  ‘personne n’avait vu plus beau bl é ’ 
  Modern Irish 
  (90)  D ú irt  duine  é igin liom  é (from Haspelmath 1997: 279) 
  told person certain to:me it 
  ‘Somebody told me’  
 (91)  An bhfeiceann t ú  duine ar bith  ansin thall? (from 
  Haspelmath 1997: 279) 
  Q see you person on world there over 
  ‘Do you see anyone over there?’ 
  Breton 
  (92)  n’euz  den enn ti 
  ‘il n’y a personne  à la maison’ 
 .  The spread and decline of  man -constructions in Europe: 
An areal account 
 Map 1 summarizes the present-day distribution of  man -constructions in Europe. 
Although it is evident that  man -constructions do not all mean the same thing in 
different languages, being at different stages in the grammaticalization process, 
their areal distribution across Europe unveals a core area corresponding to the 
nucleus of Standard Average European (the so-called “Charlemagne area”, cf. van 
der Auwera 1998: 823ff.; Haspelmath 2001: 1493) plus Mainland Scandinavian 
languages and, perhaps, the Romance South-West (Catalan and Occitan), where 
the construction is said to be at risk of disappearing. 
 In three areas,  man -constructions are limited to the expression of a non-referential 
indefi nite subject in non-assertive contexts. Languages belonging to these three 
areas have been possibly infl uenced by languages in the core: French and English 
have presumably infl uenced the emergence of  man -constructions in Celtic, German 
is probably the main responsible for the establishing of these constructions in 
Slavonic, whereas the presence of  man -constructions in Maltese and Albanian 
could be considered speculatively as the result of contact with Romance varieties. 
In historical times, the area of  man -constructions was signifi cantly larger, including 
Italian and Italo-Romance varieties, Spanish and English. 
 On a global perspective,  man -constructions are unevenly distributed in the lan-
guages of the world. In Haspelmath’s (1997) 100-language sample,  man -constructions 
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are attested in 23 languages, which tend to cluster in two areas of the globe be-
sides Europe, namely Africa and South-East Asia.  Man -constructions are virtually 
absent in the Americas and appear sporadically in the Caucasus. Map 2, drawn 
from the World Atlas of Language Structures (Haspelmath et al. 2005), depicts the 
distribution of generic-noun based indefi nite pronouns vs. interrogative-based 
indefi nite pronouns. 25 
 . The origin of man -constructions 
 A widely held view identifi es the source of  man -constructions in Semitic. The in-
defi nite usage of  ἄνθρωπoϚ in Greek (Thackeray 1909, Blass and Debrunner 1961,
Bonfante 1980, among others), according to this view, emerged through syntactic
 Map 1 . The present-day distribution of  man -constructions in Europe. The bold line surrounds 
the area in which  man -constructions are fully grammaticalized. Dotted circles represent those 
languages in which a  man -construction is attested in historical times. 
 .  Any generalization based on this map should be taken with a pinch of salt, because un-
der the label “Generic-noun based strategy” cases of grammaticalization of nouns such as 
 thing, place , and the like are also included. However, the fi ner-grained picture emerging from 
Haspelmath’s (1997) sample, though smaller, confi rms the existence of three areas in which 
 man -constructions are attested with signifi cant frequency. 
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calquing from a Semitic language, and then became the source for a parallel 
change in Latin, where  homo starts being used as an indefi nite element in the 
language of religious texts (Salonius 1920; Leumann, Hofmann, and Szantyr 
1965). This hypothesis is surely correct, but nonetheless it accounts only for the 
emergence of the indefi nite usage of  ἄνθρωπoϚ in Greek (i.e. for the prehistory of 
 man -constructions). 26 
 Interestingly, the Latin construction with  homo is used more frequently than 
its cognate Greek construction with  ἄνθρωπoϚ . Along with cases such as (93)–
(94), in which  homo corresponds to Greek ἄνθρωπoϚ, there are many instances of 
indefi nite  homo corresponding to other Greek indefi nite pronouns ( τιϚ, ἔ ĸ αστоϚ ; 
cf. (95)–(98)). 
 Greek and Latin 
 (93)  ’Aδελϕo í , ἐὰν ĸαì προλημφθῇ  ἄνθρωποϚ ἔν τινι παραπτώματι, ὑμεjϚ οἱ πνευματιĸοὶ 
ĸαταρτίζετε τὸν τοιοῦτον ἐν πνεῦματι πραύτητοϚ, σĸοπῶν σεαυτόν, μὴ ĸαὶ σὺ 
πειρασθῇϚ (Galatians 6,1) 
  (94)  fratres et si praeoccupatus fuerit  homo in aliquo delicto vos qui spiritales estis huius-
modi instruite in spiritu lenitatis considerans te ipsum ne et tu tempteris (=(93)) 
1. Interrogative-based [194]
2. Generic-noun-based [85]
 Map 2 . Interrogative-based vs generic-noun based strategies for indefi nite pronouns (Source: 
 WALS , Haspelmath et al. 2005 ) . 
 .  In Contemporary Hebrew (Glinert 1982: 461ff.)  iš , ‘anyone’, formally identical with the 
word for ‘man’, is not found in assertive contexts. It displays some behavioural properties of a 
pronoun (it allows a partitive phrase, as in  iš mehem lo hešiv , ‘no one of them replied’; it pre-
cludes modifi cation,  *lo haya šam iš meyuxad , ‘no one special was there’). 
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   ‘My brothers, if  someone is caught in any kind of wrongdoing, those of you who 
are spiritual should set him right. And keep an eye on yourself so that you will 
not be tempted, too’ 
  (95)  ĸαὶ ἐλάλησεν ĸύριοϚ πρὸϚ Mωυσῆν ἐνώπιοϚ ἐνωπίῳ, ὡϚ εἴ τιϚ λαλήσει πρὸϚ τὸν 
ἑαυτοῦ f ίλον (Exodus, 33, 11) 
 (96)  Loquebatur autem Dominus ad Moysen facie ad faciem, sicut solet loqui  homo ad 
amicum suum (=(95)) 
   ‘Thus the Lord used to speak to Moses face to face, as  a man / one speaks to his 
friend’ 
  (97)  ĸαὶ ἁγιάσετε τὸ ἔτοϚ τὸ πεντηĸοστὸν ἐνιαυτὸν ĸαὶ ιαβοήσετε ἄfεσιν ἐπὶ τῆϚ γῆϚ 
παˆσιν τοjϚ κατοικοUσιν αὐτήν . ἐνιαυτόϚ ἀfέσεωϚ σημασία αὕτη ἔσται ὑμjν, καὶ 
ἀπελεύσεται εˆἱϚ ἕκαστοϚ εἰϚ τὴν κτῆσιν αὐτοU , καὶ ἕκαστοϚ εἰϚ τὴν πατρία αὐτοU  
ἀπελεύσεσθε (Leviticus 25, 10) 
 (98)  Sanctifi cabisque annum quinquagesimum, et vocabis remissionem cunctis habita-
toribus terrae tuae; ipse est enim jubilaeus. Revertetur  homo ad possessionem suam 
et unusquisque rediet ad familiam pristinam (=(97)) 
   ‘And you shall hallow the fi ftieth year, and proclaim liberty throughout the land 
to all its inhabitants; it shall be a jubilee for you, when each of you /  anyone shall 
return to his property, and each of you shall return to his family’ 
 .  The spread (and decline) of man -constructions: A two-wave model 
 A full discussion of the historical scenario behind the emergence and spread of 
these constructions is perhaps still premature, and is beyond the purposes of this 
paper. Greek and Latin data, however, point to a path of diffusion of these con-
structions that has Late Latin as its irradiation point. Romance varieties are likely 
to have further developed this possibility. This hypothesis was fi rstly proposed 
by Schrijnen (1939), who rejects a biased and simplistic polygenetic hypothesis 
for these constructions and at the same time regards the European  koin é of Late 
Latin times and the peculiar language of religious texts as the fertile ground for the 
spread and the (perhaps partly independent) adoption of this construction type in 
many Romance varieties: 
  (99)  „Es will mir vorkommen, dass wir in den verschiedenen Sprachen mit einer 
analogen Begriffsentwicklung zu tun haben, welche  ü berall zu  ä hnlichen Ergeb-
nissen gef ü hrt hat. Wir k ö nnen im Griechischen wohl auf semitischen Einfl uss 
schliessen, im Lateinischen auf griechischen, im Italienisch mit Meyer-L ü bke auf 
franz ö sischen, im Franz ö sischen und Slavischen auf germanische Einwirkung, 
und in bestimmten F ä llen und selbst in bestimmten Perioden kann dieses auch 
tats ä chlich der Fall gewesen sein. Aber die analoge Schw ä chung von hebr.  ’i š , 
eigentlich „Mann“, dann „man“, gr.  ἄνθρωπoϚ , lat.  homo , got.  manna und slav. 
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 č lov ě kt , redet doch eine deutliche Sprache. Wir haben hier mit einer Reihe von 
W ö rtern zu tun,  welche naturgem ä ss zum Indefi nitum f ü hren k ö nnen . . . (Schrij-
nen 1939: 369, our emphasis) 
  (100)  Das Romanische geht auf das Vulg ä rlatein zur ü ck, d.h. auf die Koin è , welche 
seit dem 5. Jahrhundert in s ä mtlichen, dem r ö mischen Imperium angeh ö rigen 
lateinischen Sprachgebieten gesprochen wurde. Aber diese Koin è war eben 
das altchristliche Latein, das sich immer mehr verbreitet hatte und sich so von 
Sondersprache zur Gemeinsprache ausgebildet hatte“ (Schrijnen 1939: 370) 
 What remains to be determined is precisely what contact situation(s) gave 
rise to  man -constructions throughout Europe. In this section, we briefl y restate 
the main chronological and substantive facts that have emerged clearly from our 
analysis, and then discuss some of its implications. In summary, the results of our 
analysis include the following: 
  a.  In the core area on Map 1,  man -constructions appear to be well-established in 
medieval times. This means that the fi rst wave of diffusion of this construction 
type had already exhausted itself when the vernacular varieties began to appear 
in written records, at the end of the fi rst millennium CE. 27 Thus, the fi rst wave 
of diffusion should be dated to “the time of the great migrations at the transi-
tion between antiquity and the Middle Ages” (Haspelmath 2001: 1507; cf. also 
Haspelmath 1998). It should be emphasized that Latin, the offi cial language of 
Western Europe in the Middle Ages and the language of holy texts, has probably 
played a non-secondary role in the adoption of these structures in those languages 
where they existed already as possible variants: remember also the extensive role 
played by Latin as a written language on popular varieties in the Romance territories 
and in the Western German territories, where the oldest documents are adapta-
tions of religious texts such as Heliand and Otfrid (Auerbach 1958, Banniard 
1992). 
 b.  The hypothesis of a French infl uence on Italo-Romance vernacular varieties, 
while being perfectly reasonable in some cases (e.g. Old Tuscan, Old Sicilian, Old 
Northern Italian varieties), should be downplayed to some extent as the con-
struction type appears to be well-established in varieties (e.g. Old Abruzzese, Old 
Romanesco) which were neither in direct nor in indirect contact with French. 
  c.  The hypothesis of a German infl uence on French (defended, among others, by 
Nyrop 1925: 368, Schrijnen 1939, and Harris 1978) should be reformulated in 
  . It is worth recalling that an instance of  man -construction is attested already in the Stras-
bourg oaths: 
  vi.  Si cum  om per dreit son fradra salvar dift <--> sôso  man mit rehtu sînan bruodher scal 
(Strasbourg Oaths) 
  ‘as a man / one should rightly save his brother’ 
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terms of a common European culture within the Holy Roman Empire and inten-
sive and effective language contact during the great migrations. 
 d.  The decline of  man -constructions in a number of Romance varieties and in 
English is surprisingly coincidental. In all these varieties, the construction was 
already marginal and literary by the dawn of the 15 th century (Los 2005, Barrett-
Brown 1931, 1936). Interestingly enough, the decline of the construction ap-
pears to be still in progress in other Romance varieties (Catalan and Modern 
Occitan). 
 e.  The spread of  man -constructions to the Slavonic area follows an eastward path 
and starts in the early Renaissance as a by-product of intensive German infl uence 
on West and South Slavonic languages. The status of  man -constructions in some 
Slavonic languages is still controversial, and our data show that their spread is 
still in progress, at least in some Slavonic varieties. 
 These facts challenge any rigid, monodimensional model of diffusion. The dif-
fusion of linguistic traits throughout Europe is always a multi-layered process, 
in which different ages and factors may play a role, and in which the possibility 
that some developments are independent or due to some coincidental parallel-
ism cannot be ruled out. If it is true that the dating of the main Europeanisms to 
Late Antiquity / Early Middle Ages is able to explain the syntactic commonalities 
among languages belonging to the core Charlemagne area, it should also be rec-
ognized that in more recent times other areal phenomena have taken place as well. 
The reciprocal reinforcing of  man -constructions in the Charlemagne area (plus 
Mainland Scandinavia) signifi cantly resembles processes of convergence identi-
fi ed for other grammatical constructions (e.g. the perfect-to-preterite evolution 
in French, German, Dutch and Northern Italian varieties, see Giacalone Ramat to 
appear and references therein), but at the same time the loss of  man -constructions 
in other Romance and Germanic languages points towards the possible existence 
of “recessive” phenomena among Europeanisms. Whether an areal explanation is 
tenable for the loss of  man -constructions cannot be determined exactly yet (but 
recall McWhorter’s 2004 discussion of the loss of  man in English). Nonetheless, 
our study shows that even recessive features have the potential for expansion well 
beyond the chronologically rigid limits of Late Antiquity and the Early Middle 
Ages. Finally, the role of syntactic calquing in translations (and particularly in the 
translation of peculiar texts such as religious texts) should be taken into account 
more seriously than has been the case in the current literature on SAE. Refi nements 
of the historical scenario behind the emergence and spread of  man -constructions 
will be possible and even needed, as soon as more historical studies are available. 
We only hope to have demonstrated that (i) these constructions are to be consid-
ered as a Europeanism in its own right, and (ii) that their diffusion patterns in a 
complex, often unpredictable way, which calls into question the linearity of the 
current modelling of areal diffusion in Europe. 
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